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The Dutch East India Company, founded in 

the Dutch Republic in 1602, is regarded as the 

first modern public company.  Listed on the 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange (now Euronext 

Amsterdam), its primary business was trading 

goods between Europe and Southeast Asia.  Due 

to the perilous nature of ocean voyages 400 

years ago, it became natural to share the risk 

among many shareholders who held pieces of the 

larger enterprise.  The Dutch East India Company 

effectively acted as the international arm of the 

Dutch Republic throughout the 17th and 18th 

centuries before being officially nationalized in 

1799.  Following this example, other countries 

eventually developed stock exchanges to oversee 

the trading of local company stock certificates.  

Among them, the London Stock Exchange 

was founded in 1801 and the New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE) first opened its doors in 1817.

  

Since the 19th century the standard arc for 

corporations has been fairly simple: idea, founding 

of the company, initial growth with private capital, 

stock listing on a public exchange as soon as 

possible.  Aside from a handful of private family 

companies that flourished prior to the Sherman 

Antitrust Act in 1911 – most notably John 

Rockefeller’s Standard Oil – corporations have 

generally aspired to a public listing over the past 

200 years.  In addition to spreading risk among 

many stockholders, which was the reason for 

the Dutch East India Company’s listing, public 

listings of companies give founders a source of 

liquidity without selling everything, provide new 

capital infusions to fund growth, and offer an 

organized and regulated way to efficiently transfer 

ownership.  Lastly, because of the liquid nature 

of listed stocks, public companies historically 

trade at higher valuations than their private 

counterparts.  It is a logical system that serves 

many purposes.

Right: Replica of The Amsterdam, a shipping vessel of The 

Dutch East India Company
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While the notion of investing in private companies 

has existed far longer than 400 years, the term 

“private equity” as we know it today is only about 

40 years old.  Getting its start in the 1960s, 

modern private equity involves an investor or 

group of investors buying a company and using 

leverage to optimize the capital structure while 

executing a plan for growth and/or change in 

the company’s operations.  Founded in 1976, 

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (now KKR) was one of 

the original private equity institutions and raised 

its first $30 million fund in 1978.  Other firms like 

Thomas H. Lee, Forstmann Little, Bain Capital, 

Blackstone and Carlyle formed and expanded 

over the next decade.  From its infancy in the 

1970s, the global institutional private equity 

industry grew to $2.5 trillion in assets by 2017*.  

Concurrently, a few wealthy families ran in-house 

private equity firms with their own capital.  Near 

the top of the inaugural Forbes 400 list, released 

in 1982, were Fort Worth’s Perry Richardson 

Bass and his son Sid.  Much of the family’s 

wealth (estimated by Forbes to be $2 billion 

at the time) had been created over the prior 

decade through a succession of private equity 

investments led by Richard Rainwater, whom 

Sid had met at Stanford Business School and 

hired in 1970 upon their graduation.  The Bass/

Rainwater organizations would eventually spawn 

other well-known private investment firms such 

as Texas Pacific Group (TPG), Natural Gas 

Partners (NGP), Lone Star Funds, Starwood 

Capital, and Crestview Partners.   
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Another form of private investing is venture 

capital.  Venture investing is merely private 

equity for start-up companies.  And like the 

private equity industry, the venture capital asset 

class has grown exponentially for 30+ years, 

now boasting trillions of dollars invested.  The 

size of today’s venture industry now allows for 

even large companies to raise growth capital 

at levels that would not have been possible in 

previous decades.  

As the private equity and venture capital 

industries have matured, the notion of what 

constitutes a successful company has changed 

dramatically.  For a number of reasons, it is no 

longer the aspiration of every CEO to be running 

a Fortune 500 public company.  Because 

avenues now exist for raising large amounts 

of money privately, some CEO’s consider the 

advantages of being private to outweigh the 

drawbacks.  The reporting requirements and 

regulations for private companies are less 

onerous, management is no longer beholden to 

the quarterly earnings demands of Wall Street, 

and employee compensation can be as lucrative 

or more so within a private enterprise.  Large 

well-known traditional businesses like Cargill, 

Albertsons, Dell, and Burger King, along with 

thousands of smaller and lesser-known firms, 

happily operate outside the regulated world of 

publicly traded stocks.  With the aid of venture 

capital money early in their life cycle, many 

multi-billion dollar technology-related companies 

such as Uber, Airbnb, Pinterest and SpaceX 

have so far chosen to remain private as well.

Aside from the extra regulatory requirements 

of being public, companies have always faced 

a significant amount of work in the process of 

going public.  This process is referred to as the 

Initial Public Offering (IPO).  It historically involves 

hiring investment banks, paying outsized fees to 
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those banks for setting the IPO price and stepping 

into the market to buy the stock on the first day of 

trading (as to ensure a successful opening day of 

trading), going on roadshows to drum up investor 

interest, and raising capital by issuing new shares 

in the process of the listing.  These hoops have 

long been accepted as part of the way things 

work.

On April 3, 2018, shares of the music streaming 

service Spotify began trading on the New York 

Stock Exchange (NYSE).  Instead of going 

through the traditional IPO process, the company 

negotiated directly with the NYSE to list its 

existing shares.  With no additional stock being 

issued, Spotify did no road show, engaged no 

major investment banks, did not lock up existing 

shareholders (normal IPOs have a lockup period 

for existing owners), and avoided much of the 

legal and regulatory work that comes with an 

IPO.  Private companies now have a simpler road 

map to going public, should they choose to do so.  

Armed with this information, CEOs of companies 

that are not desperate for capital could choose to 

remain private for longer in the future.  

For these reasons, the lines between public 

and private are beginning to blur in the investing 

universe.  In 2017 $2.4 trillion was poured 

into private investments compared with $2.1 

trillion of new capital being raised by public 

companies.  According to the Wall Street Journal 

and Dealogic, more money has been raised 

in the United States for private deals than by 
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Capital Raised by U.S. Companies
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public companies every year since 2011.  As 

this shift continues, high net worth families and 

their investment advisors are faced with a new 

challenge: determining how to most effectively 

invest in private businesses.  Traditional wealth 

management firms are competent when it comes 

to allocating to stocks and bonds, but the world of 

private investments is unfamiliar territory for most.

The first question that needs to be answered 

is whether private equity investing is attractive.  

From a valuation perspective, headline numbers 

indicate that the asset class is fully priced, which 

is unsurprising given the recent capital inflows.  

According to Reuters, private equity funds had 

a record $633 billion in un-deployed cash at the 

end of 2017**.  That combination – high valuations 

and lots of cash on the sidelines – does not bode 

well for future returns.  So a broad strategy of 

investing in various institutional private equity 

funds and hoping that the tide continues to rise 

would seem overly optimistic.  

Another downside of investing in private 

companies through institutional private equity 

funds (as opposed to directly) is the burdensome 

fee structures imposed – typically two percent 

annual management fee and 20 percent of the 

profits upon sale of the portfolio.  This creates a 

wide gap between gross and net performance 

for investors, and in many cases the only group 

satisfied at the end of the day is the fund’s 

general partner.

Surely there is a way to judiciously allocate capital 

within private markets without being subjected 

to high company valuations and onerous fund 

fees.  To avoid these two hurdles, Western 

prefers the approach of the rifle to that of the 

shotgun.  Combing through dozens of individual 

opportunities before making one investment 

allows for sidestepping both overvalued 

companies and the private equity firms buying 

them.  The catch is that this is only possible to the 

extent that one can both 1) directly discover and 

diligence worthwhile investment ideas (solving 

the valuation problem) and 2) come together with 

management to execute the proper plan for the 

business (avoiding private equity funds and their 

fees).  Fortunately Western has a long history 

of crafting innovative solutions within private 

enterprises.  

Private Placement and Debt Offerings 
Growth Over the Past Decade
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a portion of our hard-earned family treasure.
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* https://www.reuters.com/article/superreturn-privateequity-
deals/private-equity-keeps-its-cool-in-hot-leveraged-buyout-
market-idUSL8N1QD034

** https://www.valuewalk.com/2017/01/private-equity-assets-
management-approach-2-5-trillion/
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Over the past few decades the term private 

equity has become such a buzzword that 

the market has been flooded with investment 

capital into the space.  While pension funds, 

foundations and other institutional investors 

scramble to produce positive returns in any 

manner possible, they overlook the risks of 

paying too much for companies while being 

confined within an expensive investment 

vehicle to which they have committed capital 

for 10 years or more.  Ironically, one can take 

advantage of the outsized private equity fee 

structures by owning equity in one of these 

private equity management companies directly.  

Most of the largest private equity firms in 

existence today – KKR, Blackstone, Apollo, 

Oaktree among them – are themselves publicly 

traded on the New York Stock Exchange.  Many 

of Western’s clients have owned Apollo (NYSE: 

APO) for the past few years.  At the same time, 

we continue to search diligently for the next 

great private business in which to directly invest 
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Right: Private equity fund Ares Management ringing 

the bell at the New York Stock Exchange to celebrate 

the firm’s IPO
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